
Providing equipment and expertise to venture further

Part of the fl exible sided ladder 
range from Lyon Equipment

The WIDE LADDER is wide enough for both 
feet, giving increased stability and additional 
comfort when stationary - used for applications 
such as inspection of silos and communications 
structures. WIDE LADDERs are made from 
either aluminium alloy or glass reinforced 
plastic (GRP) rungs with fl exible wire or textile 
rope sides.

See overleaf for detailed 
product features
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At Lyon Equipment, we design, manufacture and supply high quality and 
innovative, adventure, work at height and specialist rescue equipment - 
delivering expert advice on all our products and their applications

MADE IN THE UK 

WIDE LADDER

CODE
RUNG 

SPACING MATERIALS

Wide Rung - 4mm galvanised steel wire side - 25mm plain aluminium 
alloy rungs 270mm wide

LO 4 __ 25 WA Swaged Eye Fittings 25cm Galvanised steel with 
plain rungs

LO 4 __ 30 WA 30cm

Wide Black Rung - 4mm Stainless Steel wire side - 25mm anodised rungs 
270mm wide

LO 4 __ 25 WSA Swaged Eye Fittings 25cm Stainless steel with black 
anodised rungsLO 4 __ 30 WSA 30cm

NI06 Removable S/S Maillon connector for S/S wire sided ladder

Wide GRP Rung - 4mm Stainless Steel wire side - 34mm glass reinforced 
plastic rungs 270mm wide

LO 4 __ 25 WG Swaged Eye Fittings 25cm Stainless steel with GRP 
rungsLO 4 __ 30 WG 30cm

NI06 Removable S/S Maillon connector for S/S wire sided ladder 

Wide GRP Rung - 8mm polyester rope side - 34mm glass reinforced 
plastic rungs 270mm wide

LO 8 __ 25 WG Sewn Eye Fittings 25cm Polyester rope with GRP 
rungsLO 8 __ 30 WG 30cm

Lyon Rung Stand-offs (to hold a rung 22mm away from a wall)

GRPOFF Rung Stand-Offs (Pair) For GRP rungs only
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Lyon Equipment provide other ladder solutions - 
to learn more about our products and the services we off er please visit www.lyon.co.uk
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For complete user intructions please visit www.lyon.co.uk/user-instructions

• Wide enough to fi t both feet side by side

• Large diameter rungs are easier to hold and more 
comfortable to stand on

• Metal or GRP/textile construction options

Product features:

• Available with three rung and two side options

• Choice of rung spacings - 25 or 30cm

• Made to order lengths of up to 15mtrs

• Easily joined together if necessary 

Sides

Rungs

Swaged Eye 

Maillon 

End Fitting options:

Regular wire - 
the most popular style - durable 
and versatile. Recommended for 
frequent use. Uses 4mm wire.

Plain alloy - 
plain aluminium alloy 
rung. The standard for 
most applications.

Black anodised - 
fi tted on stainless 
steel wire rope sides, 
providing additional 
corrosion resistance. 

GRP - 
large diameter glass 
reinforced plastic (GRP) 
with deep fl uting for easy 
grip.

Stainless Steel wire - 
providing additional corrosion 
resistance. Uses 4mm wire.

GRP Rung with wire sides GRP Rung with rope sides Rung Stand-Offs


